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Introduction: Amorphous drug dispersion is frequently used to enhance the solubility and dissolution of poorly water-soluble drugs, 
thereby improving their oral bioavailability. The dispersion of these drugs into polymer matrix can inhibit their recrystallization. The 
inter-molecular interactions between drug and polymer plays a role in the improvement of the dissolution rate, solubility, and physical 
stability of drug.
Aim: This study aims to investigate the formation and interactions of ritonavir (RTV)/poloxamer (PLX) amorphous formulation using 
a computational approach via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which mimicked solvent evaporation and melt-quenching 
method.
Methods: TheRoot Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) value, Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF), Radial Distribution Function 
(RDF), Radius of Gyration (Rg), Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA), and hydrogen bond interactions were analyzed to 
determine interaction mechanisms between RTV and PLX in amorphous solid dispersion.
Results: The pi-alkyl bonds between RTV and PLX were formed after simulations of solvent evaporation, while the hydrogen bond 
interactions of RTV-PLX was observed during melt method simulations. These results indicate the successful formulation of 
amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) from RTV and PLX. The RMSD values obtained from the solvent evaporation, melt-cooling-A, 
melt-cooling-B, and melt-cooling-C methods were 3.33 Å, 1.97 Å, 1.30 Å, and 1.29 Å, respectively, while the average RMSF values 
were 2.65 Å, 1.04 Å, 1.05 Å, and 1.07 Å, respectively. This indicates that the suppression of translational motion of RTV from the melt 
method can be stronger than solvent evaporation caused by the intermolecular interactions of RTV-PLX.
Conclusion: MD simulations helped in understanding the formation and interaction mechanisms of ASD formulations that were 
difficult to detect by experimental approaches.
Keywords: amorphous solid dispersion, molecular interaction, molecular dynamics simulations, ritonavir, poloxamer

Introduction
Approximately 70–90% of new drug candidates are poorly water-soluble, resulting in insufficient bioavailability when 
administered orally.1–3 To overcome this problem, drug amorphization has emerged as a promising strategy for 
improving drug solubility due to its higher free energy compared to crystalline counterparts.4–6 This shows that drug 
in amorphous state can generate supersaturated solutions in water,7,8 leading to the improvement of oral bioavailability.9 

However, crystallization of amorphous drug formulation commonly occurs during storage and dissolution due to its 
thermodynamic instability.10
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Amorphous solid dispersion (ASD) is one of the promising strategies to stabilize amorphous drug by dispersing it into 
polymer matrix. Therefore, ASD has been widely used by the pharmaceutical industry to enhance the oral bioavailability 
of poorly soluble drugs.11 Intermolecular interactions between drugs and polymers play a critical role in the stabilization 
of amorphous drug in ASD, thereby reducing molecular mobility.12 A suitable polymer can also contribute to the 
stabilization of amorphous drug during storage and maintenance of its supersaturated solution.6,13 This shows the need to 
understand molecular interactions between drugs and polymers in ASD as a prerequisite for predicting the miscibility of 
drug–carriers that contribute to the stabilization of amorphous drug.

Currently, computational simulations such as molecular dynamics (MD) have been widely used in pharmaceutical 
formulation studies. MD simulations provide detailed atomic-level structural information that is often challenging to 
obtain experimentally but can be used to predict the miscibility of drug–excipient. In ASD systems, MD simulations are 
important tools to investigate drug–polymer interactions patterns, drug-polymer miscibility, and the formation of 
ASD.14,15 By using these simulations, a model of drug–excipient glasses and an understanding of their solubility/ 
miscibility properties can be developed.16–18 Although previous studies have reported the use of MD simulations to 
predict the miscibility of drugs with certain pharmaceutical carriers,15,19 the underlying molecular interactions between 
drugs and polymers in ASD systems, which mimicked solvent evaporation and melt-quenching methods, have not been 
investigated. Therefore, the comparison study of drug–polymer interactions in ASD system using MD simulations from 
both methods is important as a guideline for further experimental laboratory study.

This study aims to investigate the formation of ASD system and interactions of ritonavir (RTV) – poloxamer (PLX) in 
ASD formulation using a computational approach via MD simulations, which mimicked the solvent evaporation and the 
melt-quenching method. RTV was used as a model of the poorly water-soluble drug due to its low recrystallization 
tendency, categorized as class III according to Taylor’s classification.20 A previous study reported that amorphous RTV 
can be formed by solvent-evaporation and melt-cooling methods.21,22 This makes it necessary to evaluate the comparison 
of RTV–polymer interactions in ASD system via MD simulations. This approach mimicked solvent evaporation and 
melt-quenching method to determine the potential of polymers in enhancing the pharmaceutical properties of amorphous 
drugs.

Materials and Methods
RTV and PLX Structure Preparation
The description and optimization of ligand structures were carried out before being used in MD processes. In this study, 
molecular structures used included RTV and PLX, downloaded from PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) 
(Figure 1). Subsequently, two-dimensional (2D) structures were described using the ChemDraw Professional 16.0 
program and three-dimensional (3D) structures were obtained by converting 2D structures into 3D using the Chem3D 
16.0 program. The ligand structure was optimized with GaussView 5.0.8 and Gaussian 09 using the Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) method with 6–31 basis sets. The optimized structure was added to polar hydrogen atoms and Gasteiger 
partial charge data with the AutoDock 4.2 program with MGLTools 1.5.6.

Preparation of Melt-Cooling Systems
In the melt-cooling method, the system was made without using the addition of solvents. In this study, the melt-cooling 
system was built using 1 molecule of RTV and 25 molecules of PLX, formed by six-coordinate points with simulations 
box size of 5 Å × 4 Å × 4 Å and a tolerance distance of 2 Å between molecules. The system was created using the 
PACKMOL (Initial Configurations for MD Simulations by packing optimization) program.

Preparation of Solvent-Evaporation Systems
The solvent-evaporation method involves the addition of ethanol solvent in the system construction. In this study, 
a solvent-evaporation system was constructed using 1 molecule of RTV, 25 molecules of PLX, and 1440 molecules of 
ethanol, formed by six-coordinate points with a simulated box size of 5 nm × 4 nm × 4 nm and a tolerance distance of 0.2 
nm between molecules. The solvent-evaporation system was created using the PACKMOL (Initial configuration for MD 
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Simulations with packing optimization) pro-gram. The constructed ethanol solvent system is equilibrated for a 2fs time 
step before adding RTV and PLX.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Melt-Cooling Systems
MD simulations were carried out on three melt-cooling system complexes that had been formed. These systems were 
characterized by different cooling rates, namely 1°C/ns (Melt-Cooling-A), 20.5°C/ns (Melt-Cooling-B), and 40°C/ns 
(Melt-Cooling-C) using the Gromacs 2016.3 program with AMBER99SB-ILDN and AMBER (GAFF) common force 
fields. Topology and molecular parameterization of RTV and PLX were created using the Antechamber Python Parser 
interface (ACPYPE) program. Subsequently, long-distance electrostatic forces were determined using the Ewald Particle 
Mesh method. System neutralization was carried out by adding sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl−) ions. The preparation 
stage for MD simulations includes minimization, temperature equilibrium, and pressure equilibrium. Berendsen thermo-
stats and barostats are used during the heating stage, with the pressure being maintained at 1 bar. In this simulation, 
a large canonical ensemble is used to model molecular systems. The large canonical ensemble maintains constant particle 
count (N), volume (V), and temperature (T) throughout the simulation to investigate molecular motion and thermo-
dynamic properties. The process was continued with simulations process (production run) with a 2 fs timestep. The 
production run process included setting the temperature from 0°C to 140°C with a heating rate of 30°C/ns and maintained 
at a temperature of 140°C. The system was cooled down to a temperature of 0°C with a variation of the cooling rate of 
1°C/ns, 20.5°C/ns, and 40°C/ns. Simulations for 500 ns were carried out on all systems until they reached a stable state 
based on analysis of energy, pressure, temperature, and Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD).

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Solvent-Evaporation Systems
MD simulations were carried out on complex solvent-evaporation systems that had been formed using the Gromacs 
2016.3 program with AMBER99SB-ILDN and AMBER (GAFF) general force fields. The topology and molecular 
parameterization of RTV and PLX were created using the AnteChamber Python Parser interface (ACPYPE) program. 
Long-distance electrostatic forces were determined using the Ewald Particle Mesh method. System neutralization was 
carried out by adding sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl−) ions. Berendsen thermostats and barostats are used during the 
heating stage, with the pressure being maintained at 1 bar. In this simulation, a large canonical ensemble is used to model 
molecular systems. The large canonical ensemble maintains constant particle count (N), volume (V), and temperature (T) 
throughout the simulation to investigate molecular motion and thermodynamic properties. The preparation stage for MD 
simulations included minimization, temperature equilibrium, and pressure equilibrium, which was continued with 

Figure 1 (a) The Structure of Ritonavir (RTV); (b) The Structure of Poloxamer (PLX).
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simulations process (production run) with a 2 fs timestep. The production run process included setting the temperature 
from 0°C to 80°C with a heating rate of 20°C/ns and maintained at 80°C. Subsequently, the system was cooled down to 
a temperature of 20°C with a variation of cooling rate of 10°C/ns. Simulations for 500 ns were carried out on all systems 
until they reached a stable state based on analysis of energy, pressure, temperature, and the RMSD.

Analysis of Molecular Dynamics Simulation Results
The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF), radial distribution function (RDF), 
radius of gyration (Rg), solvent-accessible surface area (SASA), and number of hydrogen bonds were calculated and 
analyzed for the complexes. These calculations were performed using Gromacs 2016.3 modules. RMSD is 
defined by

where N is the number of atoms, mi is the mass of atom i, t0 is the start time of the simulation, t is time, and ri is the 
position of atom i. This calculation was performed after fitting was done using the least-squares method. RMSF is 
defined by

where t is time, T0 is the reference time for the calculation, T is time at the end, ri is position of atom i, and [ri]t is 
position averaged over time of atom i. The relationship between RMSF and B-factor Bi is

where RMSFi is the RMSF of atom i. RDF is defined by

where r is the distance between a pair of particles, p(r) is the average number of atom pairs found at a distance between 
r and r +dr, V is the total volume of the system, and N pairs is the number of unique pairs of atoms. Rg is defined by

where mi is the mass of atom i, and ri is the position of atom i. SASA is defined by

The SASA of each atom in an RTV and PLX configuration is its maximum surface area (shieldedj1) subtracting the 
patches shielded by close neighbor atoms (shieldedj2).

In the context of polymers, the term SASAi refers to the solvent-accessible surface area of an atom, which 
corresponds to the surface area of an isolated sphere centered on that atom. Due to the presence of covalent bonds in 
all atoms within polymers, it ensures that atoms are never fully exposed to the solvent (Figure 2).23 Hydrogen bond 
formation was assessed based on measurements of the distance and angle between the donor atom, acceptor atom, and 
hydrogen atom. Hydrogen bonds are considered to exist if two conditions are satisfied (Supplementary Figure 1).24 

Firstly, the distance between the donor and acceptor atoms was less than 0.30 nm. Secondly, the angle ø formed by the 
hydrogen, donor, and acceptor atoms was less than 30 degrees.
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Results
According to a previous study, RTV crystal showed a melting peak at 122°C, while amorphous RTV prepared by solvent 
evaporation and melt method showed a glass transition event at 47°C and 47.40°C, respectively. After heating, the 
melting peak of RTV was not observed, indicating that amorphous state can be formed by solvent evaporation and melt 
method.22 Based on Taylor’s classification, RTV was categorized in class III, which had a stable amorphous form.20,25 

Therefore, the preparation of RTV and polymer using solvent evaporation and melt method can form RTV in amorphous 
state.

Molecular Simulating Motions of RTV and PLX
Molecular motions of each Melt-Cooling-A, Melt-Cooling-B, and Melt-Cooling-C complex system were analyzed using 
the paths as shown in Figure 3. The trajectories were extracted at the start of the simulations at 0 ns and at the end at 500 
ns with 50 ns intervals. Based on the visualization of each pathway, PLX was predicted as a good complexing agent for 
RTV molecule. At 50 ns, the MD simulations showed that PLX bind to RTV molecule and was stable until the end of 
simulations. In this case, the oxyethylene moiety in PLX structure was hydrophilic, which allowed it to interact with 
hydrophobic agents such as RTV. PLX also increased the solubility of RTV in the molten phase and formed a stable 
solution. Furthermore, PLX acted as a protective agent against RTV degradation and oxidation during the melt-cooling 
process. By forming a complex with RTV, PLX can protect drug from damage caused by heat and oxygen during the 
cooling process. PLX can also modify the physical properties of drug mixture, thereby affecting various aspects of RTV 
such as particle size, crystallinity, and drug release ability. This indicates that PLX has the potential to improve the 
physical properties and stability of RTV.26–28 PLX was also selected in this study based on the screening conducted using 
in silico method (docking simulation). The results of this study showed that PLX has better molecular interaction with 
ritonavir compared to other polymers (data presented in Supplementary Table 1).

A significant difference was shown by RTV and PLX complexes in the solvent-evaporation method using ethanol 
solvent, from 0 ns to the end of simulations at 500 ns, as they were unable to form a perfect complex. Furthermore, the 
ethanol solvent evaporated when MD simulations reached 200 ns to 500 ns, as presented in Figure 4. This phenomenon 
occurred because the chemical interactions between RTV, PLX, and ethanol interfered with the formation of complexes. 
These molecular interactions can produce new unwanted products or destroy complex structures that were expected to 
form. The solvent-evaporation method involves evaporating the solvent to form a complex. However, the rapid 

Figure 2 Conditions for Calculating Solvent-Accessible Surface Area (SASA). Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Huang H, Simmerling C. Fast Pairwise 
Approximation of Solvent Accessible Surface Area for Implicit Solvent Simulations of Proteins on CPUs and GPUs. J Chem Theory Comput. 2018;14(11):5797–5814.23 

Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society.
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evaporation of ethanol can affect the stability and integrity of the complex. Some complexes also formed when the 
solvent evaporated but were unstable in the long term due to changes or increase in temperature.21,25,29,30 When 
complexes are unstable, they can break down or separate back into their original components over time.

Conformational Changes During Molecular Dynamics Processes
RMSD was measured to confirm structural changes during MD simulations. RMSD was employed as one of the metrics 
used to check the correlation of MD simulations with the reference structure. This was carried out to monitor the 
conformational changes of the molecule during simulations and compare it with the initial or reference structure. In this 
study, the RMSD values of the four RTV and PLX complex systems were calculated, and the conformational changes 
were observed by plotting the RMSD over simulations.31,32 The graph in Figure 5 shows the conformational changes of 
RTV and PLX complexes using the melt-cooling and solvent evaporation methods during MD simulations. By 
considering the RSMD graph, we can depict the stability of the polymer complex formed during the simulation. This 
complex stability confirms that PLX is suitable for forming a complex with RTV.

The solvent-evaporation method involves the removal of ethanol solvent from the system through evaporation. This 
process affects the initial conformation of the molecule or molecular complex of RTV and PLX. During solvent- 
evaporation, the molecules or complexes dissolved in the solvent experienced changes in interactions. When the solvent 

Figure 3 Molecular Motion of the Complex System During Molecular Dynamics Simulations using Melt-Cooling Methods.
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is removed, interactions with the solvent are no longer present, thereby affecting the conformational stability of the 
molecule or complex. This phenomenon is evidenced by the average RMSD value from the solvent-evaporation method, 
which falls within the range of 3–4 nm, indicating the stability of the formed polymer during the process. This process 

Figure 4 Molecular Motion of the Complex System During Molecular Dynamics Simulations using Solvent Evaporation Methods.
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also involves changing environmental conditions from a solution to a solid phase, which affects interactions between 
molecules or complexes with the surrounding environment. Meanwhile, the melt-cooling method involves melting and 
cooling of a complex system. This process maintains a more stable conformation of the molecule or complex because it 
does not involve significant changes in the environment and interactions with the solvent. Therefore, the fluctuations in 
interaction distance on the RMSD graph tend to be smaller when using the melt cooling method.

RMSF graphs were used to understand atomic fluctuations in a system during MD simulations. RMSF measures the 
extent to which the positions of atoms in simulations fluctuate from their average positions over a given period. In this 
case, several atoms considered for displacement include carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), sulfur (S), 
and phosphorus (P). Furthermore, RMSF chart observations provided insight into the degree of flexibility or stability of 
atoms.32,33 In the RTV and PLX complexes, the solvent evaporation method exhibits considerable atomic displacement 
fluctuations in the RMSF graph compared to the melt cooling approach, as shown in Figure 6. This phenomenon arises 

Figure 5 Comparison of the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) Graphs of the Complex Systems During Molecular Dynamics Simulations.

Figure 6 Comparison of the Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) Graphs of the Complex Systems During Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
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due to the solvent evaporation method involving interactions with the solvent in the system, thereby affecting the 
interactions between the RTV and PLX molecules. The displacement of atoms in the solvent evaporation method 
increases after reaching 100 ns, concurrent with the rise in temperature within the system. These interactions affect 
the stability, flexibility, and initial conformation of complex molecules due to variations in the environment and 
interactions when the solvent is removed. Meanwhile, the melt-cooling method involves melting and cooling of complex 
systems. This process attenuates atomic vibrations and reduces any fluctuations that occur in the system. The solvent- 
evaporation method involves changing environmental conditions from a liquid to a solid phase, resulting in a dry state. 
These changes caused an increase in atomic fluctuations and produced more fluctuations in the RMSF chart.

Increased Solubility of the RTV in the Presence of PLX
Radial distribution function (RDF) analysis of RTV and PLX complexes using the melt-cooling and solvent evaporation 
methods was used to understand the spatial relationship between the molecules in the system. RDF describes the 
tendency of certain particles such as atoms or molecules to exist at a certain distance from a reference particle. 
Specifically, RDF measured the relative density of RTV and PLX particles along a radial distance from a reference.34 

The considered radial distance uses the RTV center as the origin and measures the number of PLX molecular centers at 
specific points along the radial axis. In RTV and PLX complexes, RDF provided information on the spatial distribution of 
PLX around RTV and vice versa. This assisted in understanding interactions between RTV and PLX, including spatial 
arrangement, possible hydrogen bonding, and formation of complex structures.

The RDF graph in Figure 7 shows that the rate of formation of complexes between RTV and PLX results in stronger 
interactions between PLX molecular atoms and the neighboring RTV molecular atoms when the melt-cooling process is 
used. This phenomenon can be observed due to the presence of sharp and flat peaks at certain points in the molecular 
dynamic simulation in the RDF graph of the melt-cooling method. Moreover, the melt-cooling method involves cooling 
the mixture to form a solid state of the complex. In solid state, the complex molecules are arranged orderly thereby 
conserving their interactions. The method also allows the formation of RTV and PLX complexes to occur directly while 
cooling the mixture. This allows the PLX and RTV complex molecules to be properly organized and prevents potential 
errors or unwanted changes in their structures during the solvent evaporation process. Additionally, it helps prevent 
degradation that may occur in the molecular structure of the complexes during this process. However, the solvent- 
evaporation method involves the evaporation of the solvent to form complexes. This process can lead to the formation of 
larger aggregates from the dissolved particles in the solvent (Figure 4). These large aggregates can interfere with RDF 

Figure 7 Comparison of the Radial Distribution Function (RDF) Graphs of the Complex Systems During Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
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analysis because they did not represent the true distribution of complex particles. The melt-cooling method tends to 
circumvent this problem by forming the complex directly in solid state. Furthermore, in the solvent-evaporation method, 
the solvent had a significant presence in the complex formation process that can affect interactions and spatial 
distribution between RTV and PLX. In the melt-cooling method, no solvent was involved after cooling the mixture, 
allowing RDF analysis to focus more on interactions between the complex components.

Packaging and Compactness of the RTV and PLX Complexes
Radius of gyration (Rg) of molecular inclusion model was measured to investigate cohesiveness in RTV and PLX 
complexes. The Rg measured how dispersed the particles were in the system, by calculating the average distance of the 
PLX particles from the center of mass of the RTV molecule. Furthermore, the Rg provided information about the 
conformation of a molecule, indicating whether a molecule was more compact or open. It also showed more about the 
flexibility of a molecule, indicating how easily a molecule can change shape or move. When the Rg value was low, the 
cohesiveness of molecular inclusion model shows good conformation in the system during simulations.

Figure 8 shows the fluctuation of the Rg as a function of time for the simulated model. At Rg of 500 ns, RTV and 
PLX complexes using the melt-cooling method exhibited more stability with the solvent-evaporation method. The melt- 
cooling method allows the formation of RTV and PLX complexes in the solid state, which represents the actual state such 
as in encapsulated or crystalline drug formulations. In the solid state, the spatial distribution of complex molecules was 
more organized and stable, leading to the accurate measurement of Rg by the melt-cooling method. The melt-cooling 
method also allows the complex formation to occur directly through the process of cooling the mixture. This process 
allows for finer control of factors such as temperature, time, and cooling rate, which affect the structure and properties of 
the complex. In the solvent-evaporation method, the influence of the solvent and evaporation parameters can be difficult 
to control with precision, leading to the inconsistent measurement of the Rg.

The solvent-evaporation process involves the evaporation of the solvent, which causes structural changes to the 
systems. These changes occur due to interactions with solvents or variations in physical states, such as increased 
temperature variations. Meanwhile, the melt-cooling method allows the formation of complexes in a more stable solid 
state, with little or no significant structural change. Rg also provides information about the movement and flexibility of 
molecules in complexes. The melt-cooling method allows measurement of the Rg in a stable solid state, which properly 
reflected dynamics properties of the complex. The solvent-evaporation method may affect the flexibility of the molecule 

Figure 8 Comparison of the Radius of Gyration (Rg) Graphs of the Complex System During Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
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and internal movement due to the solvent effect, thereby reducing the information that can be obtained about dynamics 
properties of the systems.

The analysis of SASA analysis for RTV and PLX complexes using melt-cooling and solvent-evaporation methods 
was employed to understand the exposure of the surface of the molecules in the complex to solvents or the surrounding 
environment. SASA provides insights into the surface area accessible to the solvent, thereby reflecting the hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic characteristics of the molecules within the complex. For the solvent-evaporation system, the SASA 
calculation was continuously conducted throughout the simulation. However, in the melt-cooling model, it was 
performed only at the beginning to confirm the absence of solvent. In the melt-cooling method, the complex is formed 
in solid state directly by cooling the mixture. SASA analysis with the melt-cooling method made it possible to calculate 
the complex surface area that can be accessed by the solvent numerically. Meanwhile, in the solvent-evaporation method, 
a complex is formed by evaporating the solvent. SASA analysis in this method provided information about the surface 
area of the complex exposed or protected from the solvent after evaporation.

The SASA graph in Figure 9 indicates that the RTV and PLX complexes formed using the melt-cooling method 
exhibit higher complexity compared to the solvent-evaporation approach. In the solvent-evaporation system, the 
fluctuations in the SASA graph are believed to be primarily influenced by the accessibility of solvents around the 
RTV and PLX molecules. Furthermore, the melt-cooling method involves forming the complex in solid state directly by 
cooling the mixture. This process allows for well-ordered complex molecules and maintains their interactions in solid 
state. Based on the stability of the complex molecular structure, the melt-cooling method provided higher stability 
because the complex molecules were organized in solid state. Meanwhile, the solvent-evaporation method involves 
evaporating the solvent to form a complex. This process affects the stability of the complex based on the nature of the 
solvent, temperature, evaporation rate, and other conditions. When the solvent had strong interactions with complex 
molecules or caused significant structural changes, the stability of the complex is negatively affected.

RTV and PLX Complex Binding Ability
Hydrogen bonds are one of the most important types of intermolecular interactions in chemistry and biology. The 
observation of H-bonds in RTV and PL complexes helps to understand interactions between these molecules, thereby 
providing insight into the hydrogen bonds formed, the stability of complexes, and their roles in influencing the structure, 
stability, and overall properties of complexes. H-bond observations also identify the hydrogen bonding motifs formed in 
complexes. This motif refers to a particular pattern in which a hydrogen atom from one molecule interacts with 

Figure 9 Comparison of the Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) Graphs of the Complex System During Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
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a hydrogen bond acceptor atom from another molecule. The identification of the dominant hydrogen bond motif in 
a complex can provide a better understanding of molecular structure and interactions involved. In MD simulations of 
RTV and PLX, the H-bond observations can also be used to validate experimental results. By comparing the hydrogen 
bonds observed in simulations with the experimental data, it is possible to verify the accuracy of simulations model and 
the re-production capacity of molecular interactions that occur under experimental conditions.

Supplementary Figure 2 demonstrates that by employing different atomic approximations for the Bader molecule, 
specifically based on (1) Laplacian signs, (2) the magnitude of the electron density, and (3) the ratio of the density of 
kinetic and potential energies, the RTV and PLX complexes formed using the melt-cooling method exhibited a more 
stable presence of hydrogen bonds, as opposed to when the solvent-evaporation approach was utilized. This is because 
the melt-cooling method involves melting a mixture of an active substance such as RTV and a carrier, namely PLX at 
high temperatures, followed by rapid cooling to form a solid structure. During the melt-cooling process, hydrogen bonds 
form spontaneously between the complex molecules due to the presence of hydroxyl groups in PLX and other functional 
groups in RTV. The functional groups in RTV include aromatic groups, amide groups, hydroxyl groups, and aliphatic 
groups. These functional groups facilitate the formation of hydrogen bonds, which play a crucial role in stabilizing the 
complex during the cooling process. This process also allows hydrogen bonds to form at a higher and more constant 
density. However, the solvent-evaporation method involves diluting the active substance in an organic solvent, such as 
ethanol, which is evaporated to obtain a thin layer of precipitated active substance. In this method, the organic solvent 
acts as a barrier between the active substance and the carrier. However, the removal of the organic solvent resulted in the 
disruption of the hydrogen bonds formed between RTV and PLX during the complex formation process.

Observation of hydrogen bond occupancy in the MD simulation was performed to determine the frequency of 
hydrogen bond formation between RTV and PLX in the molecular system. Hydrogen bond occupancy refers to the 
fraction of time during which hydrogen bonds are present in MD simulations, and this calculation was integrated into the 
visual molecular dynamics (VMD, Theoretical and Computational Biophysics group at the Beckman Institute, University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). This information provides a better understanding of the strength and stability of 
interactions between molecules. The data in Table 1 shows that RTV and PLX complex systems using the melt-cooling 
method exhibited promising binding capabilities, with occupancy percentages of 77.94% (Melt-Cooling-A), 58.43% 
(Melt-Cooling-B), and 72.44% (Melt-Cooling-C). Meanwhile, in the solvent-evaporation method, the active substance 
(RTV) and carrier (PLX) were dissolved in the organic solvent ethanol. These organic solvents block the hydrogen 
bonding interactions between the active substance and the carrier. Organic solvents also had different properties from 
carriers, which interfere with the formation of stable hydrogen bonds.

The drying process in the solvent-evaporation method usually takes longer than the melt-cooling method. The slow 
evaporation process allows opportunities for interactions between organic solvents, active substances, and carriers, which 
can interfere with the formation of consistent hydrogen bonds. This method also produces greater concentration 
variations in complex systems, which can affect the distribution of active substances and carriers in solid matrix formed, 
thereby reducing the possibility of consistent hydrogen bonding between complex molecules. Furthermore, hydrogen 
bond occupancy is a measure of the frequency of hydrogen bond formation in polymers over a period of time. The 

Table 1 Percentage of Hydrogen Bond Occupancy of 
a Complex System During Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Complex System Occupancy Number of PLX

Melt-Cooling-A 77.94% 25

Melt-Cooling-B 58.43% 25

Melt-Cooling-C 72.44% 25

Solvent-Evaporation 1.39% 25
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hydrogen bond occupancy in polymers depends on several factors, including polymer concentration and environmental 
conditions such as temperature and humidity. The higher the occupancy, the more often hydrogen bonds are formed.

Characterization of Glass Transition Temperature of RTV and PLX Complexes
Glass Tg analysis is an important function in understanding the physical properties and stability of RTV and PLX systems 
that are prepared using melt-cooling and solvent-evaporation methods. Tg is the temperature observed during the 
transition from solid to amorphous state, where the organic material or polymer passes through a phase change from 
an ordered structure to a random structure. In the melt-cooling method, Tg analysis can provide information about solid 
state of RTV and PLX complexes formed. Meanwhile, in the solvent-evaporation method, Tg analysis provides insight 
into solid state of the resulting RTV and PLX complexes. Moreover, a low Tg temperature indicates the effect of organic 
solvents remaining in solid matrix, which can affect the stability and physical properties of the complex.

Several complex relationships were observed between Tg and density, volume, and pressure. The correlation between 
Tg and density is not always consistent, as it is influenced by other factors such as composition and molecular structure. 
When Tg is reached, there is a change in the volume of the substance, which tends to increase due to the more random 
and wider molecular structure during Tg transition. Furthermore, pressure plays a significant role in influencing Tg as it 
affects intermolecular interactions and the mobility of molecules in the material. This shows that increasing pressure can 
improve molecular density and strengthen intermolecular bonds to increase Tg. Conversely, a decrease in pressure can 
reduce molecular density and weaken intermolecular bonds, thereby reducing Tg.

Based on Table 2, the RTV and PLX complexes obtained using the melt-cooling method exhibited Tg values that 
fulfilled the requirements (above the melting point of RTV). This occurred because the melt-cooling method involved 
melting a mixture of the active substance (RTV) and carrier (PLX) at high temperatures, followed by rapid cooling to 
form a solid structure. This rapid cooling process allows the formation of strong molecular interactions, such as hydrogen 
bonds, van der Waals bonds, or hydrophobic interactions, between the active ingredient and the carrier. These strong 
molecular interactions result in stable complex structures with Tg that met the requirements. Tg is the temperature at the 
transition from solid state to amorphous state. When Tg meets the specified requirements, it indicates that RTV and PLX 
complexes have good stability against temperature changes. By rapid cooling, the melt-cooling method allowed the 
formation of a compact and ordered structure, which provided stability to temperature changes. The ordered structure 
strengthens the intermolecular bonds and maintains the physical properties of the complex at higher temperatures. In this 
study, RTV and PLX were selected as ingredients in complex formation because of their compatibility in forming a stable 
structure. PLX, which was used as a carrier, showed good solubility in RTV and was capable of forming strong 
intermolecular bonds. Furthermore, the presence of complementary active substances and carriers allowed the formation 
of stable complexes with Tg that complied with the requirements (above the melting point of RTV).

The Dynamics of the Interactions Formed from the Complex System
In MD simulations, identification of interactions can be carried out in various ways, including potential energy analysis 
between guest and host molecules, group correlation and cohesion analysis, as well as analysis of molecular motions. By 
comprehending interactions between guest and host molecules in complex systems, an enhanced understanding of system 

Table 2 Characteristic Data of a Complex System During Molecular 
Dynamics Simulations

Complex System Tg Density Volume Pressure

Melt-Cooling-A 272.00°C 190.96 kg/m3 −44.58 nm3 −2.11 bar

Melt-Cooling-B 272.82°C 107.46 kg/m3 −8.09 nm3 0.49 bar

Melt-Cooling-C 272.97°C 124.67 kg/m3 −9.85 nm3 3.18 bar

Solvent-Evaporation 273.05°C −0.57 kg/m3 0.12 nm3 0.73 bar
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properties and improved predictions of system behavior can be achieved. Furthermore, the identification of interactions is 
important in MD simulations of complex systems, including understanding the physical and chemical properties, 
designing a more effective host, and predicting the performance of the system.

The data presented in Supplementary Table 2 show that RTV had a strong interaction with PLX during MD 
simulations using the melt-cooling method. RTV and PLX were selected due to their good chemical compatibility and 
functional groups that can form hydrogen bonds as well as other intermolecular interactions. This compatibility is 
predicted to facilitate strong interactions between RTV and PLX during MD simulations. RTV has hydroxyl, amide, and 
other functional groups that can interact with the hydroxyl groups on PLX. During MD simulations, these groups interact 
with each other, form hydrogen bonds, and contribute to the stability of the complex. By rapid cooling, the melt-cooling 
method allowed hydrogen bonds to form at a higher density and was more stable, thereby strengthening interactions 
between RTV and PLX in the complex. During MD simulations using the melt-cooling method, rapid cooling reduced 
molecular mobility in RTV and PLX complexes. This limited mobility strengthened the intermolecular interactions and 
increased the stability of the complex. Additionally, RTV and PLX possess suitable molecular structure sizes and shapes, 
as well as appropriate functional groups, which enable effective interactions during MD simulations. This allows close 
interactions between both complexes, thereby strengthening bonds and intermolecular interactions.

Binding Free Energy of RTV and PLX System Complexes
In the analysis of Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA), each molecular conformation of 
RTV and PLX systems using the melt-cooling and solvent-evaporation methods was assessed by calculating the total 
energy. This consists of contributions from covalent bonds, electrostatic interactions, van der Waals interactions, and 
solvation energy. The MM-PBSA method consists of three main components, namely Molecular Mechanics (MM), 
Poisson-Boltzmann (PB), and Surface Area.35 Furthermore, MM was used to calculate molecular potential energy and 
MD of the system. PB was used to model the electrolytic environment and measure interactions between molecules and 
the electrolytic environment. SA was used to estimate the entropy effect involved in molecular bonding process.

The data presented in Table 3 show that RTV and PLX complexes using the melt-cooling method had good bond-free 
energies, with values of −130.16, −133.62, and −125.18 for melt-cooling-A, melt-cooling-B, and melt-cooling-C, 
respectively. This phenomenon shows that the melt-cooling method involves a rapid cooling process, allowing the 
formation of strong intermolecular interactions between RTV and PLX. In this study, RTV and PLX were selected based 
on the suitability of the complementarity of their molecules, which allowed the formation of strong bonds within the 
complex. Both complexes had good solubility and affinity for each other, which enhanced the formation of strong and 
stable molecular interactions. The numerous hydrogen-bond donor moieties on RTV, such as -OH and -NH groups, 
should favorably interact with the hydrogen-bond accepting –O– groups on the PLX backbone, involving like-seeks-like. 
This complementary interaction between the hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor groups enhances the formation of stable 
hydrogen bonds between RTV and PLX during the MD simulations, contributing to the overall stability and structural 
integrity of the complex. The melt-cooling method produces a dense and ordered complex structure to maintain a more 
stable molecular conformation, thereby contributing to low bond-free energy.

Table 3 The Free Binding Energies and Their Corresponding Components for a Complex System During 
Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Complex System ∆Evdw (kJ/mol) ∆Eele (kJ/mol) ∆GPB (kJ/mol) ∆GNP (kJ/mol) ∆GBind (kJ/mol)

Melt-Cooling-A −180.78 −37.45 110.55 −22.48 −130.16

Melt-Cooling-B −184.99 −33.10 107.83 −23.35 −133.62

Melt-Cooling-C −178.89 −41.48 118.32 −23.13 −125.18

Solvent-Evaporation −10.57 −1.23 11.92 −2.97 −2.85

Notes: ∆Evdw = van der Waals contribution, ∆Eele = electrostatic contribution, ∆GPB = polar con-tribution of desolvation, ∆GNP = non-polar 
contribution of desolvation, ∆GBind = binding-free energy.
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Discussion
In this study, MD simulations were used to evaluate interactions between RTV and PLX after being simulated by solvent- 
evaporation and melt-cooling methods. Interactions between RTV and PLX during simulations of the solvent-evaporation 
method is presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows that when the solvent was completely lost at 200 ns in the solvent-evaporation method, there was no 
formation of the hydrogen bonds between RTV and PLX. However, the pi-alkyl bonds of RTV-PLX were formed and Tg 
value of 273.05°C was also obtained, indicating that ASD of RTV-PLX was formed. The RMSD analysis demonstrated 
that the translational motion of RTV was significantly reduced during both evaporation processes by the addition of PLX, 
which can be attributed to the intermolecular interactions between RTV and PLX. Specifically, the RMSD analysis 
indicates a notable sup-pression of translational movement in the presence of PLX, suggesting a stronger binding or 
complex formation between the two molecules.

At 0°C, after cooling (500 ns) in the Melt-Cooling method with a cooling rate of 1°C/ns, RTV interacted with 2 PLX 
molecules and formed 2 hydrogen bonds (Figure 11). The first hydrogen bond was formed between the O atom on RTV 
carbonyl group and the H atom on PLX hydroxyl group. A second hydrogen bond was formed between the O atom on 

Figure 10 The Interaction Formed Between RTV and PLX During the Simulation of the Solvent-Evaporation Method.

Figure 11 The Interaction Formed Between RTV and PLX During the Simulation of the Melt-Cooling-A Method.
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RTV carbonyl group and the H atom on the other PLX hydroxyl group. Tg value obtained from this method was 
272.00°C, indicating that ASD of RTV-PLX was formed.

At 0°C, after cooling (500 ns) in the Melt-Cooling method with a cooling rate of 20.50°C/ns, RTV interacted with 2 
PLX molecules and formed 7 hydrogen bonds (Figure 12). The first hydrogen bond was formed between the H atom of 
RTV hydrocarbon group and the O atom of PLX hydroxyl group. A second hydrogen bond was formed between the 
H atom of the amide group of RTV and the O atom of the carbonyl group of PLX. The third hydrogen bond is formed 
between the O atom of RTV carbonyl group and the H atom of the hydroxyl group of the second PLX. The fourth 
hydrogen bond is formed between the O atom of RTV carbonyl group and the H atom of the hydrocarbon group of 
the second PLX. Furthermore, the fifth hydrogen bond was formed between the O atom of RTV carbonyl group and the 
H atom of another hydrocarbon group of the second PLX. The sixth hydrogen bond was formed between the O atom of 
the other carbonyl group of RTV and the H atom of the hydrocarbon group of the second PLX. The seventh hydrogen 
bond was formed between the H atom of the amine group of RTV and the O atom of the hydroxyl group of the second 
PLX. Tg value obtained from this method was 272.82°C, indicating the formation of ASD of RTV-PLX.

At 0°C, after cooling (500 ns) in the Melt-Cooling method with a cooling rate of 40°C/ns, RTV interacted with 2 PLX 
molecules and formed 6 hydrogen bonds (Figure 13). The first hydrogen bond was formed between the O atom of RTV 
hydroxyl group and the H atom of PLX hydrocarbon group. The second hydrogen bond is formed between the O atom of 
RTV carbonyl group and the H atom of the carbonyl group of the second PLX. The third hydrogen bond is formed 
between the O atom of RTV carbonyl group and the H atom of the hydrocarbon group of the second PLX. The fourth 
hydrogen bond is formed between the O atom of RTV carbonyl group and the H atom of the hydrocarbon group of 
the second PLX. The fifth hydrogen bond is formed between the H atom of RTV hydroxyl group and the O atom of the 
carbonyl group of the second PLX. Furthermore, a sixth hydrogen bond was formed between the H atom on cyclopentene 
RTV and the O atom of the hydroxyl group of the second PLX. Tg value obtained from this method was 272.97°C, 
indicating the formation of ASD of RTV-PLX.

The RMSD values obtained from the solvent-evaporation, melt-cooling-A, melt-cooling-B, and melt-cooling-C 
methods were 3.33 Å, 1.97 Å, 1.30 Å, and 1.29 Å, respectively. RMSF analysis provides information about the atomic 
fluctuations in each molecule. The solvent removal process in the solvent evaporation method leads to larger atomic 
fluctuations compared to the melt-cooling method. Based on the results, the average RMSF values obtained from the 
solvent evaporation, melt-cooling-A, melt-cooling-B, and melt-cooling-C methods were 2.65 Å, 1.04 Å, 1.05 Å, and 1.07 
Å, respectively. RDF analysis was used to describe the tendency of certain particles such as atoms or molecules to exist at 
specified distances from a reference particle. Compared to the melt-cooling method, the use of solvent in the solvent- 

Figure 12 The Interaction Formed Between RTV and PLX During the Simulation of the Melt-Cooling-B Method.
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evaporation method influenced interactions and spatial arrangement between RTV and PLX. The average RDF values 
obtained from the solvent evaporation, melt-cooling-A, melt-cooling-B, and melt-cooling-C methods were 0.77 g(r), 0.36 
g(r), 0.44 g(r), and 0.44 g(r), respectively. The Rg values provide information on whether a molecule is more compact or 
open, with the low Rg values indicating good conformation in the system during simulations. The melt-cooling method 
allows for the measurement of the Rg in a stable solid-state compared to the solvent-evaporation approach. In this study, 
the average Rg values obtained from the solvent-evaporation, melt-cooling-A, melt-cooling-B, and melt-cooling-C 
methods were 2.82 nm, 1.10 nm, 1.10 nm, and 1.11 nm, respectively. SASA analysis of RTV and PLX complexes 
was used to understand the exposure of the surface of the molecules in the complex to solvents or the surrounding 
environment. The average SASA values obtained from the solvent-evaporation, melt-cooling-A, melt-cooling-B, and 
melt-cooling-C methods were 103.95 nm2, 1.88 nm2, 0.38 nm2, and 0.47 nm2, respectively. Furthermore, the observation 
of the H-bond helped to understand interactions between these molecules and provided insight into the stability of 
complexes.

Conclusion
In conclusion, ASD of RTV with PLX was investigated using MD simulations. The validity of MD simulations, which 
mimicked the solvent-evaporation and melt-cooling method was confirmed by calculating Tg values of RTV/PLX and 
compared with experimental Tg. MD simulations of RTV/PLX amorphous formulation showed that the translational 
motion of RTV was suppressed by the addition of PLX during the solvent-evaporation and the cooling process. The pi- 
alkyl bonds of RTV-PLX were formed after the solvent was completely removed during the solvent-evaporation method. 
Meanwhile, hydrogen bond interactions between RTV and PLX were formed during simulations of the melt-cooling 
method. The rate of the cooling process affected the amount of hydrogen bond formation between RTV and PLX. 
Interactions between RTV and PLX also play an important role in the stabilization of amorphous films. This study 
provides fundamental insight into in silico studies that can be used as a powerful tool to design amorphous formulations 
of poorly water-soluble drugs. The results show that a computational method of MD simulations enables the evaluation 
of the intermolecular interactions between drugs and polymers. Approach also monitored dynamics and interactions, 
which facilitated the screening of appropriate polymer in the formulation of ASD.
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